
ROCKROCK--IT YOUR TEAM TO NUMBER ONE!IT YOUR TEAM TO NUMBER ONE!





Portrait of Unbridled Talent Portrait of Unbridled Talent ––

 
Secretariat on a morning Secretariat on a morning 

workout workout --

 
““Sometimes itSometimes it’’s just a matter of watching a talent s just a matter of watching a talent 

reveal itself.  Then you just sit back and hold on!reveal itself.  Then you just sit back and hold on!””



Trust Trust 
You may call the shots, but you You may call the shots, but you 
have to trust the Team to get you have to trust the Team to get you 
there.there.



OKOK…… 
So it may not be the most comfortable So it may not be the most comfortable 
thing in the world to walk in someone thing in the world to walk in someone 
elseelse’’s shoes, but a little Empathy will s shoes, but a little Empathy will 
help you appreciate their challenges help you appreciate their challenges 
and ameliorate your judgment.and ameliorate your judgment.



When you think of Jamaica youWhen you think of Jamaica you’’re probably re probably 
considering palms, beaches, tropical drinks considering palms, beaches, tropical drinks 
with umbrellas.  However, as they proved in with umbrellas.  However, as they proved in 
the 1988 Calgary Olympics, Exceptional is the 1988 Calgary Olympics, Exceptional is 
taking a chance against conventional wisdom.  taking a chance against conventional wisdom.  
No one remembers in what position the No one remembers in what position the 
Jamaican Bobsled Team finished, but they Jamaican Bobsled Team finished, but they 
sure remembered the exceptional attempt!sure remembered the exceptional attempt!



Who is your director?Who is your director? 
Are you waiting for someone else to start Are you waiting for someone else to start 

the the ““actionaction””??



Nelson MandelaNelson Mandela 

From being convicted of From being convicted of 
treason and spending 27 years treason and spending 27 years 
in prison to becoming the in prison to becoming the 
president of South Africa  in president of South Africa  in 
the first multithe first multi--racial free racial free 
election,  Nelson Mandela election,  Nelson Mandela 
proved popular attitudes may proved popular attitudes may 
change, but personal attitude change, but personal attitude 
is constant and liberating.is constant and liberating.



Mission Statement Mission Statement –– Very SimpleVery Simple 
Mission Process Mission Process –– ““We canWe can’’t do thatt do that”” 

Mission Accomplished Mission Accomplished –– WOW!WOW!



The only difference between a dream The only difference between a dream 
and a goal is and a goal is ““motivationmotivation”” and a plan.and a plan.
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